
 

 

SPIRIT PORCELAIN CRÈME 

                                   Technical Data Sheet   

Product Description   

An environmentally friendly crème cleaner that has a non-scratch abrasive additive. 
Originally designed to remove factory wax from porcelain tiles it is also very effective 
at removing ground in dirt and on hard surfaces.   

Features + Benefits  

 Environmentally friendly 
 Non-acidic, safe to use on most surfaces 
 Suitable for surfaces sealed or unsealed 
 Very effective on soap scum (shower screens and sinks) 
 Removes scuff marks & pencil marks left during installation of stone & tiles 
 Removes grout haze on polished surfaces (works great in conjunction with 

Neutral Cleaner) 
 
 
Where to use  

 All natural stone and tile surfaces  
 *Test first before use on polished limestone or marble. 

 
 
 

Available size  

500ML tube.  
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CLEANING WITH PORCELAIN CRÈME  
 
 
Before commencing cleaning, it is a requirement to test first before use.  
 
Surface preparation 
Sweep or vacuum the area to be cleaned to remove any loose debris. 

Testing instructions 
Test first in an inconspicuous area to ensure competence and satisfaction.                              
Follow the how to use guide below. 
 
Note: The testing phase is extremely important as it allows you to determine if you are satisfied 
with the results, while also allowing you to familiarize yourself with how the product works. 
 
How to use 
1. For spot cleaning, squeeze an amount of Spirit Porcelain Crème about the size of a 20-cent 

piece directly to the stain and scrub vigorously with a nylon scouring pad.  
2. Use a circular overlapping motion and add clean water as necessary to keep the crème from 

drying out. Wipe off excess cleaner with an absorbent white cloth and then rinse with Spirit 
Neutral Cleaner. 

3. For cleaning larger areas, apply a liberal amount directly to the floor and add clean water. With 
a nylon scouring pad, scrub the area and then remove the dirty water with a dense mop, or a 
wet vac if available.  

4. Rinse the area with Spirit Neutral Cleaner and move on to the next part of the floor. 
5. Spirit Porcelain Crème can be used to clean stainless steel sinks, soap scum off shower 

screens, and dirt and grime off windows. It works very well in conjunction with Spirit Neutral 
Cleaner, although great results can be achieved by adding some clean water.  

Precautions 
1. DO NOT use Spirit Porcelain Creme to clean products that can suffer from abrasive cleaning 

such as plastics, resin surfaces, or reconstituted stones. 
2. Spirit Porcelain Crème is safe for use on polished natural stone. 
3. Appropriate gloves and goggles should be worn while using Spirit Porcelain Crème. 

Coverage Depends on the porosity of the surface, temperature and method of application.  
1 x 500ML bottle of Spirit Porcelain Creme is capable of cleaning approximately 100m2.                                        
 
Clean up tools after application with water. 
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